Scripting languages such as Python, Perl, Ruby and PHP are increasingly important in new software systems as web technology becomes a dominant force. These languages are often spoken of as having different properties, in particular with respect to cloning, and the question arises whether the observations made based on traditional languages also apply to them. In this paper we present a first experiment in measuring the cloning properties of open source software systems written in the Python scripting language using the NiCad clone detector. We compare our results for Python with previous observations of C, C#, and Java, and discover that perhaps scripting languages are not so different after all.
INTRODUCTION
Reusing a code fragment by copying and pasting with or without minor modifications is a technique frequently used by programmers, and thus software systems often have duplicate code fragments in them. Such duplicated fragments are called code clones or simply clones. Although cloning is at times beneficial [3, 8] and often programmers intentionally use it [10] , it can be detrimental to software maintenance [7] . In response, many techniques and tools for detecting code clones have been proposed [20, 21] .
While there have been many empirical studies on cloning to validate and compare tools [4, 5, 20, 21] , and to study maintenance impact [3, 8, 10, 11] , taxonomies [9] and evolution [2] of clones, until recently little work has looked directly at the cloning properties of the systems and languages themselves. In our work we focus directly on this problem. In our first study we compared the cloning characteristics of open source software systems written in C, Java and C# [16] . In this paper we extend that work to look at a completely different kind of language -the scripting language Python. While there has been one in-depth study of exact clones in web applications [13] , this is to our knowledge the first study of the cloning properties of a scripting language itself.
Scripting languages, those whose primary purpose is the rapid development of code to support the generation or coordination of other processes and technologies, are increasingly widely used due to the rapid growth of web applications and web services. The design of scripting languages, which includes much higher level data structures and programming concepts than traditional programming languages, suggests that there may be fewer clones in systems written using them, since repeated operations such as string and list manipulations, which are a rich source of clones in traditional languages, are often built-in to scripting languages. On the other hand, the rapid results-oriented development methods normally used with scripting languages might actually lead to more clones, since scripting programmers tend to work more quickly.
In order to help answer these questions, in this paper we provide an in-depth study of function clones in eight open source applications written in the Python scripting language. The applications range from relatively small (sct, at 9 KLOC) to some of the largest systems written in Python (Eric, at 99 KLOC and Zope, at 272 KLOC), and represent a variety of systems typical of the kinds of applications scripting languages are used for, including an IDE, a software build tool, a content management system, a web application server, a wiki server and a network simulation tool.
We provide an in-depth empirical study of function clones in these Python systems and compare the results to the more than twenty open source C, Java and C# systems, including the entire Linux Kernel, Apache httpd, J2SDK-Swing and db4o, that we have previously studied [16] . We use the NiCad clone detector [19] , which has been shown to be highly accurate both with respect to precision [19] and recall [22] in the detection of copy/pasted nearmiss clones. Using the web-based clone class user interface provided by NiCad, we manually verify all detected clones in this study. The adaptation of NiCad to scripting languages, and Python in particular, forms a part of the contribution of this paper. To our knowledge there is only one other language-sensitive clone detection method [6] designed to detect clones in Python systems.
We compare the cloning characteristics of our new results for Python with those for C, Java and C#, as well as comparing all of the languages and systems with respect to clone localization across subsystems. In particular, we focus on three research questions:
What is the cloning status of open source Python systems?
Are there many clones? Are there more near-miss than exact clones? 2. Are there significant differences in cloning between Python and the other languages used in open source systems?
3. Are there significant differences in cloning in large Python systems compared to medium and small-sized systems?
Although NiCad is designed to allow for flexible pretty-printing, code normalization and filtering, in this paper we focus on detecting only exact and near-miss function clones, with up to 30% (three lines in ten) of editing changes. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Following the experimental setup of our study in Section 2, we present and analyze our findings in Section 3. Section 4 considers other empirical studies and their relation to ours. Finally, Section 5 concludes the paper.
EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
In this experiment we applied NiCad to find function clones in a number of open source Python systems, and compared with the results of our previous study of function clones in open source C, Java and C# systems [16] . As in our earlier study, we have used a set of metrics to analyze and compare the results. This section introduces the systems we have studied and the metrics used, including a brief overview of our clone definition and methodology for manual verification of detected clones.
Subject Systems
In this study we have analyzed eight Python systems ranging from 9K to 272K lines of code (LOC), and compared them with ten C, seven Java and six C# systems varying in size from 4K LOC to 6265K LOC including the entire Linux Kernel. The open source Python systems [12] include Eric, a full featured Python and Ruby IDE based on the Qt toolkit (99K LOC, 7440 functions); EricPlugins, a suite of plugins for the Eric IDE (30K LOC, 2983 functions); Moin, a Python-based Wiki system (74K LOC, 5820 functions); NetworkX, a simulation toolkit for complex networks (15K LOC, 890 functions); Plone, a popular web-based content management system (CMS) (74K LOC, 6877 functions); scons, a software build system similar to Linux "make" (52K LOC, 3967 functions); Zope, a complete web application server system (272K LOC, 26985 functions), and sct, a collection of Django applications in Python (9K LOC, 865 functions).
The C, Java and C# systems we compare to include all of those from Bellon's experiment [4] , as well as Apache httpd, JHotDraw, and the entire Linux 2.6 Kernel, as well as six C# systems of different sizes and kinds, including db4o, a popular and widely used production commercial and open source object database. Since the Linux kernel is almost two orders of magnitude larger than any of the other systems, we have treated it as an outlier, and we provide statistical results both including and not including Linux in Section 3.1, and in later subsections we have dropped Linux from averages to avoid any bias due to its exceptionally large size.
Clone Definition
In this study we have considered all non-empty functions of at least 3 lines in pretty-printed format (function header and opening bracket on the first line, at least one code line, and ending bracket on the third line). Empty functions, which are common in some systems, have intentionally not been considered. We then use sizesensitive UPI (Unique Percentage of Items) thresholds [19] to find exact and near-miss (copy/paste/modify) function clones. For example, if the UPI threshold (UPIT) is 0.0, we detect only exact clones; if the UPIT is 0.10, we detect two functions as clones if at least 90% of the pretty-printed text lines are the same (i.e., if they are at most 10% different). In this study we used the representative set of UPI thresholds 0.0, 0.10, 0.20 and 0.30, corresponding to editing changes of from 0 to 30%, or 0 to 3 lines in every ten.
Validation of Clones
All clones detected in this study were validated by hand using NiCad's interactive HTML web page output to give an overall view of the original source of the clone classes, followed by a pairwise comparison of the original source of the functions in each clone class using Linux diff, manually examining those with a greater difference than the UPI trheshold. Manual validation using this method is both easy and efficient [16] .
Metrics and Visualizations
This subsection describes the different metrics and visualizations that we have used in this study. These are the same metrics that we have used in our previous study [16] which were either adapted or reused from previous studies of cloning [13, 1, 9, 24, 14] .
Total Cloned Methods (TCM): In this study we focus on function clones, and thus our first metric is related to the number of functions/methods. By TCM we mean the total number of cloned methods of a system for a given UPI threshold (after manual verification). TCMp is the percentage TCM of the total number of methods in a system. A higher value of TCMp corresponds to a higher percentage of cloning in the system with respect to the number of methods. For example, if the TCMp of a system is greater than 50% with UPI threshold 0.0, we can say that the system has more exact cloned methods than non-cloned methods. Such systems have a high update anomaly risk; every update to the system has a higher chance of involving a clone than not.
Since methods can be of different sizes and there may be many clones that are quite small, we define similar metrics with respect to number of lines. We define TCSppLOC as the total number of cloned lines in a system for a given UPI threshold and TCSppLOCp as the percentage of total cloned lines in the system for a given UPI threshold. Since we apply standard pretty-printing before clone detection, which eliminates formatting and layout differences, resolves #ifdefs (in C systems) and ignores comments, we can get a more accurate percentage of cloned lines, and thus we use prettyprinted rather than raw lines. In practice there is little difference.
File Associated with Clones (FAWC): While the above metrics give the overall cloning statistics for a subject system, they can't tell us whether the clones are from some specific files, or scattered among many files all over the system. FAWC provides these statistics for each system at each UPI threshold. We consider that a file is associated with clones if it has at least one method that forms a clone pair with another method in the same file or a different file. We define FAWCp as the percentage of files associated with clones in a system for a given threshold. For example, "FAWCp of a system x with UPI threshold 0.0 (exact clones) is 50%" means that 50% of the files of x contain at least one exact cloned method. From a maintenance point of view, a lower value of FAWCp is better, since clones localized to certain specific files may be easier to maintain.
Cloned Ratio of File for Methods (CRFM): While TCM related metrics provide a good indication of the overall cloning level and FAWCp hints at the overall localization of the clones, still one cannot say which files contain the majority of the clones in the system. With CRFM we attempt to discover the highly cloned files. In particular, for a file f , CRF M (f ) is defined as follows:
T otal number of cloned methods in f ile f * 100
T otal number of methods in f ile f
Where a method is considered to be a cloned method if it forms a clone pair with another method in the system (either in the same file or a different file) and total number of methods in file f denotes the number of methods of f that are 3 LOC or more in standard pretty-printed format. Similar metrics are defined with respect to lines of code (CRFLOC) and standard pretty-printed lines of code (CRFSppLOC). These metrics are similar to (but not same as) the FSA metric of Rajapakse and Jarzabek [13] and the RSA metric of Ueda et al. [24] , although they ignore clone pairs in the same file. With CRFM we can identify the highly cloned files of a system and can potentially help predict maintenance difficulty. For example, consider two systems x and y of similar size and with the same values for the TCM related metrics. In x, clones are scattered across the system in such a way that no two files are substantially similar. But in y, clones are concentrated into a certain set of files. From a clone treatment perspective, system y is more interesting than x because clones in y might be more easily handled than those of x.
Qualifying File Count for Methods (QFCM): As in Rajapakse and Jarzabek [13] we define QFCM(v) for CRFM value v as the number of files for which CRFM is not less than v. For example, QFCM(20%) gives the number of files in the system having a CRFM value not less than 20%. QFCMp is QFCM expressed as a percentage of the total number of files in the system. For example, "QFCMp(30%+) = 28% for a system x with UPI threshold 0.0" means that 28% of the files of x have 30% or more exact cloned methods. As usual we define similar metrics for source lines of code (QFCLOC and QFCLOCp) and for standard pretty-printed lines of code (QFCSppLOC and QFCSppLOCp).
Profiles of Cloning Locality w.r.t Methods (PCLM): Kapser and Godfrey [9] provide three types of function clones based on their location -clone pairs in the same file (category 1), in the same directory (category 2) and in a different directory (category 3). They also provide the reasons, and usefulness / harmfulness for each of these categories [9] . In this study we define three metrics, P CLM (1) for category 1, P CLM (2) for category 2 and P CLM (3) for category 3, where P CLM (i) gives the total number of clone pairs in category i. P CLM p(i), the percentage of clone pairs in category i is defined as follows:
T otal number of clone pairs in the system As usual similar metrics are defined with respect to lines of code (PCLLOC and PCLLOCp), and over a range of UPI thresholds.
Profiles of Remote Cloning Locality w.r.t Methods (PRCLM): In order to gain further insight into cloning locality, we define three additional metrics for remote clone pairs (those in different directories). Two fragments of a clone pair that are neither within the same file nor under the same directory (i.e., do not have the same parent), might have the same grandparent directory (category 1), or they might be in the same subsystem (category 2), or in the worst case, might be in a different subsystem (category 3). Similarly to the above definition, we define metrics for the three categories, P RCLM (1) for category 1, P RCLM (2) for category 2 and P RCLM (3) for category 3 where P RCLM (i) gives the total number of clone pairs in category i. P RCLM p(i), the percentage of clone pairs in category i is defined as follows:
of dif f dir clone pairs in the system
As usual similar metrics are defined with respect to lines of code (PRCLLOC and PRCLLOCp) and over a range of UPI thresholds.
COMPARISON OF RESULTS
In this section we provide a detailed comparison of the cloning properties of open source systems written in Python with the cloning properties of several other open source systems written in traditional languages such as C, C# and Java. We provide the comparison results starting from overall cloning level in Python, C, Java and C# systems and then for each individual system in a variety of measures based on the metrics described in Section 2.4. While we provide here only the overall findings and statistical measures, the detailed results and the raw data for each of the systems using different UPI thresholds can be found in an online repository [17] as XML databases and an HTML website. Due to limited space, we have not shown all of the detailed results for the C, C# and Java systems, and have omitted results for UPI thresholds 0.1 and 0.2 in some tables. Detailed statistics for all systems and all thresholds for the other languages can be found elsewhere [16, 15] .
Overall Cloning Level
We begin by looking at the overall cloning level, both in terms of number of methods and in terms of number of pretty-printed LOC (i.e., the values of the TCM-related metrics of subsection 2.4). Figure 1a summarizes our results for the Python, C, Java and C# systems by the proportion of functions (or methods in the case of Java) that are cloned (i.e., TCMp over languages). The corresponding values for the TCSppLOCp metric (i.e., the proportion of clones by number of pretty-printed LOC for each language) can be found in the %Total rows of Table 1 .
Our detailed comparison of the C, C# and Java systems has been presented elsewhere [16] . Here we are interested in comparing the results for Python systems with systems in other languages. The first thing we notice ( Figure 1a , Table 1 ) is that the percentage of function clones in open source Python systems is close to the overall average for the open source systems written in C, C# and Java. For exact clones (with UPI threshold 0.0), the cloning percentage for Python systems is even higher than the average. On average, 12.1% (7.4% LOC) of functions in these Python systems are exact clones -those with no changes at all (except changes in formatting, whitespace and comments), whereas about 10.8% (4.9% LOC) functions are exact clones for the rest of the systems.
The second thing we can notice in Figure 1a (and in the % Total rows of Table 1 for LOC) is that the effect of increasing the UPI threshold is almost identical across the languages, even for Python. We can interpret this as meaning that the numbers of small changes made to cloned functions in each of these languages is roughly the same in these systems, and that scripting languages are really no different. This is in some ways surprising -there is no particular reason why the pattern of changes to copied code should be similar across languages. Up to UPI threshold 0.2, Python systems have a higher or similar cloning rate to the rest of systems, at about 16.7% with UPI threshold 0.2. C# systems are very similar to Python up to that point. However, when we use UPI threshold 0.3 to detect relaxed near-miss clones, overall cloning in C# is much higher than in Python, and the highest among all the languages. But it is interesting to see that the cloning rate in Python systems is still much higher than C systems, including the Linux kernel.
Figures 1b, 1c, 1d and 1e (also columns 3 to 6 of Table 1 ) refine Figure 1a to show a detailed view of the same information for the individual open source Python, C, Java and C# systems respectively. As expected, the overall trends for each language are much like the summaries in Figure 1a (or the % Total rows of Table 1) , with lower levels of cloning in C than Python, Java and C#.
Figures 1b and 1d (also Table 1 for LOC) are even more interesting, because while the C and C# systems vary, the Python and Java systems are remarkably consistent in their cloning characteristics. All Python and Java systems begin with a relatively high level of exact method clones (between 7 and 22 percent), and allowing for changes increases the proportion only modestly. This property seems to be independent of system size, and appears to be a characteristic of the language, leading us to believe that Python and Java may have similar cloning characteristics. The only exception seems to be the Java system JDTcore, with about twice as many near-miss clones at the 0.30 dissimilarity level than exact clones. In Table 1 (columns 7 to 14) we also provide the number of clone pairs and clone classes for most of the systems at varying UPI thresholds. It is interesting that the average number of clone pairs per clone class (the %Total row for each language) is more or less consistent for Python, C, C# and Java systems for different UPI thresholds. The only exception is C# systems at UPI threshold 0.3. which have a surprisingly high number (39.7 clone pairs per clone class), indicating that copy/paste cloning of functions with a significant amount of editing is frequent in the C# systems. What's interesting to us is that Python systems show a consistent ratio compared to the other systems, and that the average number of clone pairs per clone class in Python systems is even higher than in C systems. We also see no significant differences between individual systems in Python and other languages.
Clone Associated Files
The FAWC and FAWCp metrics of Section 2 address the issue of what proportion of the files in a system is associated with clones, that is, contain at least one cloned method. A system with more clones but associated with only a few files may be better than a system with fewer clones scattered over many files from a software maintenance point of view. In this section, we examine the FAWCp metrics for each of the systems with varying UPI thresholds and compare the Python systems with systems in C, Java and C#. Figure 2a shows the average values of FAWCp by language with varying UPI thresholds.
We see that on average 32.1% of files in the Python systems, 15% of the files in the C systems, 46% of the files in the Java systems, and 29% of files in the C# systems are associated with exact clones (i.e., with UPI threshold 0.0). These values simply indicate the fact that there are no fewer clones in Python systems than in C, C# and Java systems, rather it appears that more files in Python systems are associated with exact clones than C and C# systems. The higher percentage for Java systems can be explained by Java's many small similar accessor methods (see [16] for details).
Figures 2b, 2c, 2d and 2e refine Figure 2a to show a detailed view of the same information for the individual open source Python, C, Java and C# systems respectively. We see that while most of the C systems have lower and most of the Java systems have higher percentages at UPI threshold 0.0, Python and C# systems appear to stay in the middle and show very similar percentages (20% to 45%), except for the small C# system Linq.
When we increase the UPI threshold to detect near-miss clones, the C and C# systems show a faster growing ratio than the Python and Java systems, indicating the fact that there might be more nearmiss clones in the C and C# systems than in Python and Java. What we see from these metrics is that Python systems are not outliers with respect to cloning, and possibly we should give similar priority to dealing with clones in Python and other scripting languages.
Profiles of Cloning Density
While the subsection above provides an overall view of cloning over the files in a system, one cannot immediately see which files are highly cloned or which files contain the majority of clones. In this section we provide the values for the CRFM and QFCM related metrics, and observe what happens in Python systems compared to systems of other languages. Table 2 provides the data for the Python, C, Java and C# systems. The second and third columns give the subject systems and different UPI thresholds, while the remaining columns show the corresponding QFCMp(v) (indicated with column Meth) and QFCLOCp(v) (indicated with column LOC) values. The Avg. row of the table shows the average values of the metrics for each of the languages of the systems. When v=0+% or v=100% (the fourth and last columns) both metrics are the same. From the average rows of the table with v=10+% we can see that on average 14.1% (9.9% LOC) of the files for C systems have 10% or more of their content as exact (UPI threshold 0.0) cloned methods. For Java systems this is even higher, at 37.8% (26.2% LOC). C# and Python systems, on the other hand, are in the middle, at 25.1% (20.1% LOC) for C# and at 24.0% (16.5%) for Python with respect to the number of cloned methods/functions. When we increase the UPI threshold to 0.3, the C# systems become the winners, at 62.8% (55.3% LOC), with Java systems second at 54.3% (44.9% LOC) compared to 38.1% (31.0% LOC) for the C systems, and 42.3% (35.9% LOC) for the Python systems. For higher values of v, say 50+% with UPI threshold 0.3, C# systems are still the winners, at 38.5% (28.5% LOC). Both C and Java systems tend to have about the same percentage, at 22.9% (16.6% LOC) for C systems and 22.2% (16.7% LOC) for Java systems, while Python systems a bit lower, at 18.5% (16.1% LOC).
When we look at the individual Python systems, these also exhibit clone density percentages very similar to similarly sized systems in other languages. Thus for clone density Python systems again seem not particularly different for the systems we studied.
Profiles of Cloning Localization
In this section we examine the localization of Python clones compared to systems in other languages using the P CLM p and P RCLM p related metrics. The location of a clone pair is a factor in software maintenance [9, 24] . A code fragment can form a clone pair with another fragment within the same file, in a different file located in the same directory, or in a different file in a different Figure  3 , which compares the localization of clones in Python systems to systems in other languages at the UPIT=0.3 difference threshold.
In Table 3 we show the percentage clone pairs for each of the different categories for the Python, C, Java and C# systems. For each of the systems the first row represents PCLMp metric (i.e., w.r.t no. of methods) and the second row represents PCLLOCp metric (i.e., w.r.t LOC). For each of the metrics four different values are shown corresponding to UPI thresholds ranging from 0.0 (exact clone) to 0.30 (relaxed near-miss clone). Due to limited space, we include only the summary averages for C, Java and C# systemsdetails for these systems can be found in our previous study [16] From the table we see that while there are no exact clones (UPI threshold 0.0) within the same file for C systems (except in the Linux Kernel), there are on average 18.7% (17.6% LOC) exact clone pairs within the same files for Java systems, 19.3% (18.6% LOC) for C# systems, and 12.4% (8.9% LOC) for Python systems.
However, when we detect near-miss clones by allowing a higher UPI threshold, we see that the metrics values grow at a higher rate for the C systems than the Python, Java and C# systems. For example, when UPI threshold is 0.3, on average 49.8% (52.5% LOC) of clone pairs of the C systems occur within the same file compared to only 25.3% (29.7% LOC) of the clone pairs in the Java and 24.7% (33.7% LOC) in the Python systems. C# systems show 33.0% (36.2%), a little bit higher percentages than Java systems. If we have a close look at the individual systems we also see higher ratios for most of the C systems than the Python, Java and C# systems. We also see that there is a higher correlation between the Java and Python systems than C and C# systems.
Both Python and Java systems tend to have a higher percentage of exact clones (UPI threshold 0.0) in the same directory but different files than the C and C# systems, with C systems higher than C# systems. However, the largest C system, the Linux Kernel, has 55.5% (58.9% LOC) of its exact clone pairs in the same directory (but different files). The largest Java system, the Java 2 SDK Swing, has even more, 87.5% (90.0% LOC). Among the C# systems, Castle, the biggest C# system in this study, shows the highest, 56.5% (58.4% LOC), whereas the largest Python system, Zope, has only 15.8% (15.9% LOC). C# systems are the winners for exact clone pairs in different directories though, at 62.9% (63.2% LOC), compared to 45.5% (50.5% LOC) for C systems, 36.2% (39.9% LOC) for Python systems, and 20.1% (19.5% LOC) for Java systems.
When we increase the UPI threshold to look for near-miss clones, we see an interesting difference between language paradigms. While the percentages of different directory clone pairs decrease significantly for procedural C systems, from 45.6% (52.1% LOC) to 15.0% (14.2% LOC), they tend to remain constant or even increase for the object-oriented Java and C# systems. Python systems fall in the middle, remaining constant up to UPI threshold 0.2 but decreasing with UPI threshold 0.3. Figure 3a provides an overview of the localization of near-miss clone pairs at UPI threshold 0.3.
To provide further insight into clone locality, we also computed the P RCLM p metrics for locality of remote clone pairs (i.e., those in different directories). Two fragments of a different directory clone pair might still share the same grandparent directory, or the same subsystem, or they may be from different subsystems. Table  4 shows the data for the Python, C, Java and C# systems that have different directory clone pairs. Due to limited space we include only the summary averages for C, Java and C# systems -details for these systems can be found in our previous study [16] .
From the Average rows of the table, we see that in general exact clone pairs (UPI threshold 0.0) that are not in the same file or When we increase the UPI threshold to detect near-miss clones, we see that for Python, C and C# systems, the percent of same grandparent clone pairs tends to remain constant or even increase, while Java systems decrease (from 37% to 31%). Percentages of clone pairs for the other two metrics (same subsystem and different subsystems) also tend to remain constant for Python, C and C# systems, but increase for Java systems. Figure 3b provides an overview of the localization of remote near-miss clone pairs at UPI threshold 0.3. Once again these metrics show that in terms of cloning, Python systems are not very different from traditional systems.
Summary
In this experiment we have explored the question of whether the cloning properties of scripting languages, as represented by Python, differ from those observed for systems written in the more traditional languages C, Java and C#. In light of the higher level operations available in Python, we might have expected fewer clones, and conversely, in light of the rapid development style of Python programming, perhaps more. For the systems we have studied, Python turns out to be right in the middle, and similar in every cloning respect to other languages, and particularly to Java. In overall cloning level, clone associated files, cloning density and both near and far clone localization, we observed that the properties of Python systems are very similar to those implemented in other languages.
Threats to Validity
The main threat to the conclusions of this study is the lack of a sound definition of code clones. While one can precisely define exact clones, there is no widely accepted definition for near-miss clones. In this study we have used a dissimilarity threshold on standard pretty-printed code as a measure of near-miss clones, intended to model the copy/paste/edit cycle used by programmers. Another threat is the question of whether our open source systems are typical of their languages. We have handled this issue by choosing a 
RELATED WORK
Empirical study of clones in open source systems is not a new topic. When a new clone detection technique is published, it normally comes with an empirical study, but these studies focus on validating the methods [21] rather than on the subject systems.
Several tool comparison studies have used open source systems for comparing different tools [21] . The Bellon et al. experiment [5, 4] used four C and four Java systems to compare several stateof-the-art tools. Kapser and Godfrey conducted extensive empirical studies [9, 8] with Apache httpd, the Linux file system and several other open source systems, providing a detailed categorization of code clones in the form of a taxonomy. Empirical studies of cloning in the Linux Kernel have also been carried out [2] , focussing on clone evolution. Al-Ekram et al. [1] have also conducted an promising empirical study on cloning, focussing on C/C++ systems from two different domains. Uchida et al. [23] studied code clones in 125 open source C packages for software analysis.
The most closely related work to ours is the work of Rajapakse and Jarzabek [13] , which was also one of the motivations of our study. While they studied exact cloning in web applications, we look at the scripting language itself, and at near-miss clones, in a variety of applications. This work is directly related to our previous studies [16, 18] on the cloning properties of open source C, Java and C# systems. In this study, we extend our work to Python systems and compare the results to the more traditional languages.
CONCLUSION
In this paper we have provided an empirical study of function clones in a variety of open source applications written in the Python scripting language, and compared it to several C, Java and C# open source software systems of varying size. Our results indicate that while there is good reason to believe that scripting languages such as Python might be different with respect to cloning, the evidence is that they are quite similar to traditional languages in this respect, exhibiting a large number of copy/paste/edit clones. In fact, at least in the case of Python, the cloning characteristics seem to be very similar to Java, on the face of it a much lower level language.
